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Teaching preschoolers about faith can be a challenge because they won’t get to see or touch the
subject matter. A far better alternative would be to teach it through coloring books. This Bible
coloring book will teach your child about religion through symbols. Coloring is an engaging
activity that makes information absorption easier. It also helps mold necessary life virtues like
patience and determination. Grab a copy today!

About the AuthorAt Speedy Publishing, we envision our company and publishing arm as being a
premier publisher of quick-reference materials, useful reference books, fiction books in all sub-
genres and creative non-fiction to both entertain and assist readers worldwide in reading a fun
and exciting books and also accomplishing their educational and professional goals. We
continually update our products, ensuring accuracy of information, making sure they are fun and
entertaining. Our products are always available in whatever format our readers need.
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Anastasia Berreth, “So nice to have a Bible coloring book. Love this!. These coloring books as
so convenient to have in a kindle access. I can open a link and print out as many coloring pages
for my kids as I want to, and they're very easy to access. Having portability is very convenient, all
I need is access to a printer and I can print as much as I need. A great thing for a mom with three
kids on summer vacation!!Disclosure: I received this product for free or on a promotional
discount for my honest review and they are 100% my own opinions. However your own opinion
might vary. I received no monetary compensation and I am not required to give a good review.
This disclosure is in accordance with the Federal Trade Commissions Guidelines on Testimony
and Advertising. I try to do my reviews honest with the pros and cons I can see myself in a
product, with facts that a potential customer might find useful. If my review was helpful to you,
would you please vote yes.”

Karen, “nothing more important. when the kids color, I tell them the story behind the picture!”

Sonya, “Coloring book. This was an amazing coloring book. The images are great for young kids
to color. My granddaughter will love it!”

curlyjo01, “The pages are beautifully designs with a fabulous picture with intricate detailing
enabling .... This is an ideal colouring book for adults and also children alike.The pages are
beautifully designs with a fabulous picture with intricate detailing enabling use of colouring to an
optimum.The patterns are beautiful and surrounded in black edging and once all the colours are
on the page the black edging actually is not as obvious but complements the colouring
immensely.The designs are one per page and have a lovely sized border around the page so
you can frame them if you so wish.The paper is relatively thick and easy to remove from the
book and is pure white in colouring so is the perfect neutral background for any colour.Evokes
imagination, co-ordination and play all together and keeps even the shortest attention spanned
adult and child entertained for a few hours. This can also be used as an educational aspectThe
page take on colour really well and make the colour vibrancy really stand out well and gives a
fabulous result to not just crayons, colouring pencils, watercolour pencils but also felt tip pens
also and does not take on any of the ink to make the results duller in any aspects. This also
means you can create focal points in the designs if you so wish to without any real problem or
hassel.The item is great to capture you imagination for a stress free relaxation use but also for
general crafting use.Received the item in return for a frank and honest review.”

The book by Speedy Publishing LLC has a rating of 5 out of 4.0. 30 people have provided
feedback.
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Language: English
Paperback: 46 pages
Item Weight: 4.6 ounces
Dimensions: 8.5 x 0.11 x 11 inches
Hardcover: 448 pages
File size: 2864 KB
Text-to-Speech: Enabled
Screen Reader: Supported
Enhanced typesetting: Enabled
X-Ray: Not Enabled
Word Wise: Enabled
Sticky notes: On Kindle Scribe
Print length: 462 pages
Simultaneous device usage: Up to 5 simultaneous devices, per publisher limits
Reading age: 2 - 4 years, from customers
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